PRESS RELEASE – Final
DEX Meet Up – Learn from some of the brightest minds in blockchain for “A deep dive
into Decentralized Exchanges” at Factory Berlin
Berlin, Germany, 22nd January 2018, Factory today announced that it is to host Web3
Foundation’s “A deep dive into Decentralized Exchanges” meet up on the 24th January 2018 at
its Factory Mitte location in central Berlin.
With an emphasis on education, Web3 Foundation’s meet up “A deep dive into Decentralized
Exchanges” will bring together some of the leading minds in the Decentralized Exchange (DEX)
eco-system to discuss the benefits and opportunities and to educate the audience on current
developments and possibilities of P2P automated processes for both trading and asset
management.
Web3 Foundation firmly believes that, “Decentralized Exchanges play a key role in a
decentralized ecosystem. We are happy to gather the most outstanding projects and to share
information in a collaborative environment like Factory.”
Ramin G. Far, CEO, Factory, commented, “By bringing together the best minds into one
inspiring space, great things are always possible. We look forward to a very productive DEX
meet up at Factory and welcoming as many attendees as possible.”
Participant teams discussing their DEX thoughts and projects include:
Radar Relay - An overview on Radar Relay + Centralized vs. Decentralized Exchanges
Gnosis PM - Gnosis DEX presentation + Auction Mechanism implemented in the Gnosis DEX
Kyber Network - Introduction to Kyber Network + Co-existing with Centralized Exchanges
Melonport - Melonport walkthrough + Cross-chain exchanges
OmiseGO - OmiseGo's 100% public Plasma.io DEX
Dr. Gavin Wood (President) and Peter Czaban (Executive Director) of Web3 Foundation will
introduce attendees to the meet up and give an overview of the foundation.
Event details:
Event:

Web3 Foundation’s ‘A deep dive into Decentralized Exchanges’

Venue:

Factory Berlin, Rheinsberger Straße 76/77, 10115 Berlin, Germany

Date:

24th January 2018

Time:

18:30-21:30 CET

Register:

Please go here

Twitter:

#DEXmeetupberlin

Recorded:

For those unable to attend the event it will recorded by The Family a
 nd
broadcast on YouTube both on their channel and Web3 Foundation’s.

About Factory
Factory is Europe’s largest private members club for startups and offers its members a platform to
connect and collaborate. The aim is to bring together corporations and hidden champions with startups to
foster Europe’s tech industry. Founded in 2011 by CEO Udo Schloemer, Factory is operating in
Berlin-Mitte and soon near Görlitzer Park two locations totalling over 250,000 square feet of office space.
Members get support with partnerships and education and have access to the community and event
spaces of Factory. For more information, visit factoryberlin.com

About Web3.foundation
Web3 Foundation nurtures and stewards technologies and applications in the fields of decentralized web
software protocols, particularly those which utilize modern cryptographic methods to safeguard
decentralization, to the benefit and for the stability of the Web 3.0 ecosystem.
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